
 Lecture 16

Representations of symmetric groups I
1 Main classification result

Ref E Sec 5 9245.13

1 Main classification result
Ourgoals in thispart of the course are
Classify the irreducible representations ofSn ever an

algebraically closed field I w char f e the restriction

on the characteristic is essential while the condition of being
algebraically closed can be dropped

Compute the characters of irreducible representations

There are a number of reasons to care about

representationsof Sn specifically Some have to do withthenature

get this group



SEBij 19,2 n is one of distinguishedgroups see
Lech

Sn is a reflectiongroup and a Weylgroup SeeBonus

Lectures AtAA2
Sn contains the alternating group An as an index 2

subgroup It turns out that one can deduce the

classificationof irreducible representations ofAn from that of
Sn and the latter is nicer The importance of An is that
it's a simplegroup fer n s Simple groups 4groups that
are close to simple such as Sa playa distinguished role

in the structure theory the represtation theory offinite

groups

The 2ndgroup of reasons is connections to otherobjects
in Representation theory beyond This includes

A connection to polynomial representations of Gtm al vie
the SchurWeyl duality to be reviewed in a future bonus

alecture



A connection to Combinatorics Young diagrams tableaux

symmetric polynomials We will see some of these connections

in the lectures and some more as a bonus
Connections to Probability that we are unlikely to see

in any form

91 Combinatorialpreparation

The irreducible representations of S are indexedby

partitionsIn order to state the classification result we'llneed

some combinatorial constructions We start with apartial er
der

Definition Let X A taguGygun bepartitions of n
we adjoin zeroparts to4kg to make the number ofparts
equal We consider the lexicographic order Ign if tip
Xi if i but Xia for some i

Example For n t we have

3
4 7 3,11 2,2 2,11,1 1,11,1



Next we will need an involution on the set of

partitions To define it we will visualizepartitions as

Young diagrams to apartition I tk w Apte I we

assign the configuration of unit boxes on theplane that
are arranged in vows w X 1strow X 2ndreal etc
boxes aligned on the left

Example R F 13,1 DJ 12,21

12,1N Fa 11,1 IM

To a partition equiv Young diagram I we assign its
transpose It obtained by reflecting the diagram w v t

the diagonal

I
Eg 4

t
11,11,11 13,17 12,1M HI 1 17,27 12.21

12 Main result

g
We are going to use two families of inducedrepresen



tations of S to be denoted by II Is where X

runs over the set of partitions of n
Recall that to a partition X Anita we assign

the subgroup Sy SatSay SaiSn

Definition Set II Ind's triv I Indsign
Theorem The following claims are true

1 Forevery partition 1 I irreducible representation Vx

of Sn that occurs in both II Is
2 Every irreducible representation ofSa is isomorphic

to V for unique X

Example For n 4 we have computedthe representations

It in Sec 2.3 of Lec IS Here are the results
7 14 Its trio IG strive H ok e sgnxof.tl esgn
So Vin triv

Jj
13,17 II a trivet II as F ok sgh FMesgn



So Venti
7 12,2 IGF trivet ok II i kesgnof.tosgh
So Vanek
7 12,11,1 Ifanstrivet MakesgnoFor
II on sgnoFilesgn So Vizgotsgnof
7 11,119 Itani trivet ok e sgnef.tl esgn
II armssgn So VargasSgh

Exercise Prove that sgnoV s Vat Hint use sgno If
I'at which follows from Lemme in Sec 2.2 in Lee15

93 Main technical claim
We will deduce the classification theorem from the

followingresult

Main Claim Forpartitions A Aga the following are true

1 Homs It I'm to juts at

q
2 dim Hems III Ix P



Example The explicit computations verify this claim

for n t

This claim will beproved in the next lecture Now

we deduce the theorem from it

Proof of Theorem module the main claim

Step 1 Let G be an arbitrary finitegroup and UV
be its finite dimensional representations Then we can

decomposeU V into thedirect sums of irreducibles

U E4,9mi V u

Then theproof is left as an exercise wehave

dim Hom UV É Mini
So o of the Main Claim means that if II Im

have common irreducible summands thengets It And 2

means that If If share only one common irreducible sum
Mand with multiplicity 9 We denote it by Vx Thisestate

gushespart
I of the theorem



Step2 New we show that V Vm Agn Assume

X p Then swapping A kg if needed we can assume
jut It Note that Uy is a directsummand in It while
V is a direct summand in Ij Since KeYu we can

use A above to show that Homs It I'm e This

contradicts o of theMain Claim leading to contradiction

Step 3 Now we are ready to prove 12 of the theorem

We'vegot a collection of pairwise non isomorphicirreducibles indexed by thepartitions of n The same set indexes

the conjugacy classes in Sn As the number of irreducible

up to isomorphism equals the number of conjugacy classes

Corollary in Sec 2 of Lee to we have actuallyconstructedall irreducible representations finishing theproof a

14 Computation of dimHoms III I
The following result is the first step in proving the

gMain
Claim



Lemme dimHems IT I coincides w thedimension of
f eFun Sn F Iflog6 sgnlolfig t geSn teSgt des

Proof Recall the Frobenius reciprocity for finitegroupsHCG

representations U of H V of G wehave1sec2.0ofLee tr
themall India them IVU

Apply this to G Sn H Sgt V II U sgn Weget
Homs VI'm Homs IVSgh
The dimension of the target is themultiplicity of sgu in V

viewed as a representation ofSgt that can also becomputed
as dimHems lsgnVI see Seat in Lec f Thespace
Homs sgn VI is identified w

veVI er sgnity ft eSgt H

we send q sgn V to q o
the condition that q is a

home

morphism precisely means op lotsgntily a
Now we use that
Vs Ind'strio fefun CF lflgdi flgltgesn.beSy

w Snactiongiven by Lt f g ft g for te Sn We note

I



that sgntelssgate andconclude that x is

f e fun GAll fleg sgu e fig figs fig tgeSnbeSuiteSgt
This is exactly the space in the statement ofthelemma s

P5 Remarks on the classification over other fields
Thisdiscussion is notgoing to be used in what fellows

Suppose char F e but I maybe non closed Theproof
of Lemma in Sec 1.4 carries over w slightmodifications left as

exercise In fact theMain Claim holds ever any F as long
as charF 2 Then H in step 1 oftheproof in the

previoussection becomes

dim HemalllV7 IfMinidim EndaUi
From here we still get the irreducible representation K as

in the theorem andmoreover dim Ends Va P Step 2 carries

ever so we get a collection of irreducible representationsof
Sn over A indexedbypartitions As we remarked in Sec9.1

ofLec to the characters of irreducible are still orthogonal
hence linearly independent It follows again that every
I



irreducible representation of IS is isomorphic to Va for a

unique X

Now suppose char F p and I is algebraicallyclosed

for symmetricgroups this assumption is not relevant
There's a general result that for a finitegroup G the
number of irreducible FCmodules is equal to thenumber
of conjugacy classes whose elements have order coprime te

p we have seen this for p groups in HW2 For GSu
one can say more An

element ofS has order coprime to

p iff the lengths of all cycles in its decomposition are
coprime to p And

there's a distinguished bijection between

the set of irreducible 5Snmodules and the set of
partitions of n we parts divisible by p

A


